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Highlights 

 As a tool for middle range theory-building, Monte Carlo simulation provides a powerful 

way to explore the influence of stochastic data generation processes (DGPs) linking 

population growth dynamics to archaeological or paleontological temporal frequency 

distributions (tfds). 

 As a confounding factor in the use of tfds as demographic proxies, calibration 

interference is not as clearly understood as previously believed. It modulates the degree 

of variance observed between identically generated tfds in a time-dependent manner, but 

it does not regulate the direction of such variance. 

 Calibration interference interacts with sampling error and other stochastic processes in 

the process of tfd formation. Sampling error is responsive to sample size in particular, 

with more dramatic differences between identically generated tfds expected at smaller 

sample sizes. 

 When the demographic TFD underlying sample tfds exhibits peak structures, these 

structures may instead manifest as a series of high-frequency, high-amplitude peaks and 

troughs in tfds derived from them. 

 Subjecting tfds to kernel density estimation or similar moving average analyses may 

mitigate the effects of both calibration interference and sampling error, allowing us to 

identify real long-run structures in tfds. 
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